We establish foundational results on the satisfiability problem in string logic with equations, regular membership and Presburger constraints over length functions. We show that the problem of solving string formulas in the logic is decidable. The essence of our decision procedure is a sound and complete algorithm to enumerate an equivalent set of solvable disjuncts for a string formula. We further provide a complexity analysis of our decision procedure to show that it runs, in the worst case, in doubly exponential time.
Introduction
In the past two decades, there has been an increasing interest in reasoning about web and database programs for bug finding [3] and vulnerability verification [17] due to a huge number of security threats over the Internet. In response, decision procedure for string constraints plays a central role in these reasoning systems. Many practical string solvers have been efficiently developed including, e.g., Hampi [17] , Kazula [26] , Rex [29] , Norm [1, 2] , CVC4 [20] , Z3str [33, 32] , S3 [27, 28] . These solvers consider satisfiability problems for string logic which includes word equations, regular membership and arithmetic on length functions. While these solvers have significantly improved the verification of string-manipulating programs recently, foundations for the string logic which they are based on are very limited.
The problem of solving word equations had been established. In 1977, Makanin notably proved that the satisfiability problem of word equations is decidable [23] . The great contribution of Makanin's seminal paper is to provide a bound on a minimal solution, an assignment to each variable of the input to either a word or a fresh variable. However, the explanation of this bound is extremely complex and is not designed for a direct implementation. From then on, many studies either improved complexity for this algorithm [18, 11, 24] or search for a minmal and complete set of solutions [15, 25] . Since the length constraints implied by a word equation is not always represented with finitely many equations in numeric form described by Plandowski [25] , extending these Makanin-based decision procedures to include constraints on length functions is not straightforward. Indeed, there is no such an extension. Furthermore, there has been, surprisingly, little discussion about foundations for string formulas which combine word equations, regular membership and length constraints. Ganesh et. al. presented decidability result for the combination of word equations and linear arithmetic [10] . The formulas in this fragment are restricted such that no string variable occurs twice in an equation. Abdulla et. al. further extended the result with regular membership to acyclic fragment [1] . Liang et. al. formalized the acyclic fragment without word equations using the calculus in [21] . Finally, Ganesh et. al. have recently shown the undecidability of the satisfiability problem for a more expressive fragment of word equations and length functions, the theories over string equations, length function, and string-number conversion predicate [9] . So far, there is no foundation for a string logic including word equations and length functions.
Practical approaches to solving constraints of string logic have been developed dramatically. Initial approaches [13, 14, 29, 31] which are based on automata have difficulties in handling string constraints related to length functions. To overcome this problem, bounded approaches -automata-based [17, 4, 12] as well as bit vector-based [6, 26] -support those queries whose string variables have bounded lengths. These approaches could efficiently support for satisfiability (SAT). However, they may not be sound for unsatisfiability (UNSAT). Recently, unbounded approaches [33, 20, 27, 28, 32] support words as primitive type and are successfully integrated into Satisfiability Modulo Theories framework. Although they are effective and efficient for the combined theories of string and arithmetic, they are neither complete nor able to answer those queries which have more than one occurrence of every string variables.
In this work, we address the aforementioned problem by establishing foundational results for a fragment of string logic, called SEA, which includes word equations, regular membership and arithmetical constraints over length functions. We show that the satisfiability problem for string formulas in SEA is in fact decidable. Our prpopsal is inspired by the following three facts.
1. The set of complete solutions of word equations is the complete set of minimal solutions [25] .
2. The number of steps to derive a minimal solution for word equations is finite [23, 18, 11, 24] .
3. The satisfiability problem of conjunction of a solution of word equations with constraints for regular expressions and length functions is decidable [1, 21] .
Essentially, our proposal is an extension of Makanin's algorithm [15, 25] , those were aimed to search for a finite representation of the minimal and complete set of solutions, to length functions and regular membership. We introduce inductive predicate to encode a word with its left and right boundaries in the solution valuation. This new encoding is essential for the termination of our algorithm when handling multiple occurrences of a variable. In particular, we propose a new decision procedure, called S2SEA, for the string logic where string variables are represented by inductive predicates. The proposed decision procedure provides an answer, which is either SAT (with a model, a valuation assignment to variables of the input) or UNSAT, for the satisfiability problem. The center idea of S2SEA is a sound and terminating algorithm to enumerate the complete set of solutions for a given SEA formula. Each solution is solvable i.e., defined in a sound and complete base logic, called 1SEA fragment.
S2SEA enumerates the complete set of base (1SEA) formulas using an Unfold-and-Match mechanism. S2SEA takes a formula in SEA logic as input. It iteratively constructs unfolding trees for the input by unfolding inductive predicates in a complete manner until either a SAT leaf or a proof of UNSAT is identified. In each iteration, it examines every leaves of the tree (the disjunction of which is equivalent to the input formula) with under-approximation, overapproximation, cyclic proof linking and bounded checking. In particular, S2SEA first checks satisfiability for leaves which are in the base logic. These leaves are under-approximation of the input and are precisely decided. Second, S2SEA over-approximates open (nonunsatisfiable) leaves prior to checking their unsatisfiability. Next, remaining open leaves are either linked back to an interior nodes (to form a partial cyclic proof) or bounded checked. Leaves which are either unsatisfiable, or linked, or out-of-bound are marked closed. Finally, if all leaves are closed then S2SEA returns UNSAT. Otherwise, it chooses an open leaf in a breadth-first manner for unfolding inductive predicates, matching and moving to the next iteration.
We undertake a complexity analysis of our decision procedure which shows that, in the worst case, it runs in doubly exponential time. Furthermore, we present S21SEA, a specialization of S2SEA in the subfragment 1SEA, to show that the satisfiability problem for 1SEA becomes fractional time. There are two restrictions on 1SEA formulas. The first restriction is that either (i) no string variable occurs twice in an equation or (ii) no string variable occurs more than twice in an equation with some additional restrictions in arithmetic. The second restriction applied on formulas with multiple word equations is that every formulas deduced by S21SEA satisfy the first restriction. Compared to S2SEA, S21SEA has a simpler data structure stored in unfolding trees and a simpler strategy to unfold and match. To expand the tree, S21SEA applies another Unfold-andMatch strategy on the leading terms (either string variables or constant characters) of the left-hand-side (LHS) and right-hand-side (RHS) of a word equation. This new strategy ensures that notational length of the equation decreases at least one for type (i) 1SEA formulas and does not increase for type (ii) 1SEA formulas. This makes S21SEA solver terminating for formulas in the 1SEA fragment.
Contributions.
We make the following primary contributions.
• We propose decision procedure S2SEA for word equations, regular expression and arithmetic constraints on length functions.
• We present decision procedure S21SEA which efficiently solves satisfiability for 1SEA formulas.
• We provide computational complexity results for these solvers.
Preliminaries
In this section, we present the string logic SEA. We also describe a generic satisfiability framework which our solvers are built upon.
SEA String Logic
Concrete string models assume a finite alphabet Σ, set of finite words over Σ * , and a set of integer numbers Z. We work with a set U of string variables denoting words in Σ * , and a set I of arithmetical variables.
Syntax
The syntax of quantifier-free string formulas in SEA is presented in Fig. 1 . Regular expressions R does not contains any string variables. We use E to denote a word equation (string logic with concatenations ·) and Es a conjunctive sequence of word equations. Esi to denote the i th word equation in the sequence. We use w |k| for an arbitrary word in Σ * with length k, and w n to denote the word which is a concatenation of n word w, i.e. w n ≡w·...·w
(n copies). We use π[t1/t2] for a substitution of all occurrences of t2 in π to t1. We define inductive predicate STR to encode string variables as follows. This predicate has the invariant l≤r. In the inductive rule, u1 is a subterm of u and u=c·u1 is a subterm constraint. This subterm is important for cyclic proof to detect isomorphic word equations. A string variable may be in bare form (without a STR predicate) or STR predicate instance. We emphasize that STR instances are generated and used by our decision procedures. They do not appear in the user-provided formulas. We inductively define length function of a string term tr, denoted as |tr|, as follows.
DEFINITION 1 (STR Predicate
|ǫ|=0 |c|=1 |w |k| |=k |STR(u,l,r)|=r−l |tr1·tr2|=|tr1|+|tr2|
DEFINITION 2 (Equation Size). Size of a word equation tr1=tr2
is the sum of the notational length of tr1 and tr2.
We use E(n) to denote a word equation with size n.
Semantics
The semantics in this logic is mostly standard. Every regular expression R is evaluated to the language L(R). We define
The semantics is given by a forcing relation: η,βη|=π that forces the interpretation on both string η and arithmetic βη to satisfy the constraint π where η ∈ SStacks, βη∈ZStacks, and π is a formula. The semantics of our language is formalized as follows.
η, βη|=π1∨π2 iff η, βη|=π1 or η, βη|=π2 η, βη|=π1∧π2 iff η, βη|=π1 and η, βη|=π2 η, βη|=¬π1 iff η, βη |= π1 η, βη|=tr∈R iff ∃w∈L(R)·η, βη|=tr=w η, βη|=STR(u,l,r) iff ∃w∈Σ * ·η, βη|=u=w and βη|=|w|=r − l η, βη|=tr1=tr2
iff η(tr1)=η(tr2) and βη(tr1)=βη(tr2) η, βη|=tr1 =tr2 iff η, βη|=¬(tr1=tr2) η, βη|=a1⊘a2
iff η(a1) ⊘ η(a2), where ⊘ ∈ {=, ≤}
We use true (false ) to syntactically denote a valid (unsatisfiable, respectively) formula. If η,βη |= π, we use the pair η,βη to denote a solution of the formula π.
Normalization We separate the conjuncts of a formula π into four parts: π≡Es ∧ Υ ∧ I ∧ Λ where (i) Es is a conjunction over word equations terms, (ii) Υ a conjunction of regular expressions, (iii) I is a conjunction of arithmetic constraints, (iv) and finally Λ is a conjunction of subterm relations obtained from unfolding inductive string predicates. We notice that if it is unambiguous, we sometimes use Es, Υ, I and Λ as sets instead of conjunctions. And while string variables in Es may be encoded with the inductive predicates, those in Λ are not. For every string inductive predicate STR(u,l,r), its invariant l≤r must be implied by I. Each Λ is of the form either s1=c·s2 or s1=s2·s3. They are deduced during solving a formula and dedicated for constructing a model to witness SAT.
A Generic Satisfiability Procedure
The proposed satisfiability solvers, S2SEA and S21SEA, are instantiations of the general satisfiability procedure S2SAT presented in [19] . S2SAT supports for a sound and complete base theory (logic) L augmented with inductive predicates. The base theory L must satisfy the following properties: (i) L is closed under propositional combination and supports boolean variables; (ii) there exists a complete decision procedure for L. We use π b to denote a formula in L and π to denote a formula in the extended theory. Semantically, π≡ n i=0 π b i, n≥0. We remark that in this work the extended logic SEA is defined with the inductive predicate STR.
The generic satisfiability procedure S2SAT is presented in Algorithm 1. Intuitively, to decide satisfiability for a formula, e.g. π, with inductive predicates, S2SAT systematically enumerates an equivalent set of base formulas. Particularly, starting from T0 which has one initialized node π0, S2SAT iteratively constructs series of unfolding tree Ti for π. In each iteration it looks for either SAT with a model based on underapproximation using function UA (at line 3), or a proof for UNSAT based on either unsatisfiability of overapproximation using function OA (at line 6), or a (partial) cyclic proof using function link back (at line 7), or out of bound using function prune out of bound (at line 8). A leaf which is either unsatisfiable, or linked, or out of bound is marked closed. Otherwise, it is marked open. If all leaf nodes are closed, S2SAT returns UNSAT. Otherwise, it chooses an open leaf, in a depth-first or breadth-first manner, (at line 11) and unfolds it using function expand (at line 12) for the next iteration. We remark that base leaves are constructed based on the base cases of unfolded inductive predicates; while function UA only considers base leaves, function OA reduces inductive leaves into base leaves prior to discharging them.
The most interesting feature of S2SAT is the cyclic proof. Intuitively, a cyclic proof is an unfolding tree whose some leaves are marked closed and remaining leaves are linked back to inner nodes. Function link back is based on some weakening and substitution principles [19] . The soundness of cyclic proof is as follows. To introduce an instantiation of S2SAT, we must present a sound and complete base logic and a sound instantiation of the functions: init, UA, OA, prune out of bound, link back and expand.
S2 1SEA Decision Procedure
In this section, we present the satisfiability solver S21SEA. S21SEA is an instantiation of S2SAT and terminates for the subfragment 1SEA.
We start with an illustrate example (subsection 3.1). Then we define 1SEA formulas (subsection 3.2). Next, in subsection 3.3 we present S21SEA solver by introducing the instantiated functions: init1SEA, UA1SEA (for under-approximation), OA1SEA (for overapproximation), fp1SEA (for cyclic proofs) and unfold1SEA (an instantiation of function expand which is for tree expansion). S21SEA does not have a bound. So, prune out of bound 1SEA is an identity function. Finally, we discuss correctness and show computational complexity results for the decidable fragment (subsection 3.4).
An Illustrative Example
Figure 2. Tree T2.
We show how S21SEA procedure solves the following example:
Initially, function init1SEA pairs the string variable s in the word equation with a fresh inductive predicate STR(u,l,r) and transforms the constraint |s| into r−l. Let π0 = init1SEA(π), π0 is as follows:
Starting from the unfolding tree T0 with one node π0, S21SEA derives unfolding trees for π0 as in Figure 2 . In this figure, underlined leaves are closed, star leaves are linked and T2 is a cyclic proof. As the word equation in π0 contains inductive predicates, π0 is not considered for under-approximation. For over-approximation, OA1SEA replaces every word equations tr1=tr2 by their corresponding length constraints |tr1|=|tr2|. As so, the over-approximation of π0 is: inv0≡2+r−l=r−l+2∧ s∈((ab) * ·a) ∧(r−l)%2=0. Since inv0 is not unsatisfiable, S21SEA unfolds the predicate instance u in π0 to obtain the tree T1 with two leaves π11 and π12 as follows.
In the 2 nd iteration, while UA1SEA classifies π11 as unsatisfiable (unsat cores are underlined), OA1SEA keeps π12 open as π12 is not unsatisfiable. S21SEA unfolds π12 to obtain T2 with two leaves below. In the 3 rd iteration, while π21 is marked closed by function UA1SEA, π22 is linked back to π0 by function fp1SEA. fp1SEA links π22 back to π0 through the following steps. First, it discards subterm constraints of π0 and π22 as these constraints are for counter-model construction and not for UNSAT checking. Let the remaining formula of π0 and π22 be π 
1SEA Fragment
In this paragraph, we define 1SEA formulas which are based on linear formulas and dependency directed graph. In the following, we present a algorithm to construct a dependency directed graph for a conjunction of word equations.
DEFINITION 3 (Linear Formulas
Let Es≡ {tr l i =trr i | i∈1...n} be a conjunctive set of word equations. For each string variable in Es, we construct its dependency graph as in Algorithm 2. This algorithm takes inputs as a pair of variable s and a set of equations Es. It initially generates a graph with one node s and a waiting list W L with one variable s. Function vertex create a new node if the node does not exist. In each iteration, it looks for dependent variables of a variable si in the head of W L. In particular, it uses function choose intersect at line 4 to extract from Es a word equation, e.g. tri=tr d , such that si∈FV(tri) (FV(π) returns free variables in π). In this case, it returns all variables in tr d as dependent variables of si. In lines 6-9, for each word equation of the form s1·s2·..·s k =w where w is a word in Σ * , we mark s1, s2, .., s k as leaves. We remark that when a node is marked as leaf, its out-going edges are removed and it is never added into the waiting list. Otherwise, it adds a directed edge from si to a dependent node sj using function edge. We notice that there may be more than one edge between two nodes.
DEFINITION 4 (0SEA Formulas). A formula π is said to be in 0SEA fragment if π is linear and for all dependency graphs G built for each string variable in π, G does not contain any cycle.
We find that 0SEA fragment is equivalent to the acyclic form presented in [1] , and thus satisfiability problem for 0SEA formulas is decidable. We explicitly state this decidability as follows. THEOREM 3.1 (0SEA Decidability [1] ). The problem of solving a 0SEA formula is decidable.
The arithmetical constraints over length functions of 1SEA formulas are restricted on periodic relations R [7] which is defined as follows. For each string variable STR(ui,li,ri), let xi=ri−li; let u
Relation R is defined as one of the two following form.
• Octagonal relation. An octagonal relation is a finite conjunction of constraints of the form R(x1,x2)≡+x1+x2≤k where k is an integer constraint, x1,x2∈x∪x ′ .
• Finite linear affine relation. A linear affine relation is a finite conjunction of constraints of the form R(x,x ′ )≡Cx≥D ∧ x ′ =Ax + B, where A ∈ Z n×n , C ∈ Z p×n are matrices, and
For example R(x1,x2)≡x1 − x2=5 is an octagonal relation as it is equivalent to R(x1,x2)≡x1 − x2≤5 ∨ x2 − x1≤ − 5. Specially, the authors in [7] show that the transitive closure of these periodic relations is Presburber definable and effectively computable. 
DEFINITION 5 (1SEA Formulas

Algorithm
The satisfiability procedure S21SEA is an instantiation of the generic framework S2SAT presented in Algorithm 1. The base logic of S21SEA is defined as follows.
DEFINITION 6 (Base Formula). Let π≡Es∧Υ∧I∧Λ. π is a base formula of the S21SEA solver if it is in fragment 0SEA and Es does not contain any inductive predicate instance.
We use π b to denote a base formula. We use sat b (π b ) to denote the satisfiability checking for base formula π b . S21SEA takes a formula π as input, initially pairs each bare string variable in word equations with a fresh string inductive predicate. (using function init1SEA), and then systematically enumerates disjuncts π b i. S21SEA can produce two possible outcomes: SAT with a model obtained from a satisfiable formula π b i or UNSAT with a proof; non-termination is classified as UNKNOWN. We remark that while our discussion focuses on formulas with only string equalities, a string disequality can be reduced to a finite set of equalities. An implementation for such reduction can be found in [1] .
In the rest of this subsection, we present the instantiation of functions init1SEA, UA1SEA, OA1SEA, fp1SEA, and unfold1SEA .
Initializing Let π≡Es∧Υ∧I∧Λ be the input. Function init1SEA pairs each string variable in Es with a predicate instance STR. For each variable si, we generate a new inductive predicate STR(ui,li,ri) where ui, li and ri variables are fresh, and conjoins the constraint si=ui into Λ. After that, we replace all length function of si, i.e., |si| expression, in I by the new expression ri−li.
Approximating For soundness of SAT, function UA1SEA only considers base leaves, those leaves which are in the base logic. Function OA1SEA reduces each leaf with inductive predicates to a base formula by replacing each word equation tr1=tr2 with the corresponding length constraint |tr1|=|tr2|. Both function UA1SEA and OA1SEA invoke sat b (...) to discharge base formulas.
Expanding S21SEA chooses an open leaf, e.g. node i, in a depthfirst manner (at line 10 of Algorithm 1) and unfolds it using function unfold1SEA The function unfold1SEA chooses one word equation of the node i, e.g. tr l i =trr i , and examines two leading terms at the head of tr l i and trr i . After that, it unfolds a predicate instance STR accordingly, matches/consumes and returns a set L of formulas. If this set is empty, the algorithm marks the node i closed.
Otherwise, for each formula in L it creates a new node j and new edge from i to j. Function unfold1SEA is the core of our algorithm. It aims to reduce word equations to base disjuncts. Intuitively, it applies unfoldand-match on the leading (first) term (string variable or character constant) of both sides of an equation. In particular, this function examines the following three cases whose rules are described in Figure 3 . In the first case, the leading terms at left-hand-side (LHS) and right-hand-side (RHS) are characters in the alphabet. It then matches these two characters. We have two sub-cases. In the first sub-case (rule [UNF−1SEA−CONST−SUCC]), these two terms are identical; function unfold1SEA consumes them. In the second subcase (rule [UNF−1SEA−CONST−FAIL]), these two terms are not identical; function unfold1SEA returns an empty set and classifies this leaf unsatisfiable.
In the second case, one leading term is a character and another is a predicate instance STR. Function unfold1SEA unfolds this predicate. We notice that unfold1SEA does selective unfolding for the inductive case prior to matching the character in both sides. This is formalized in the two rules [UNF−1SEA−SMALL− * ].
In the last case, the leading terms on both LHS and RHS are inductive predicate instances, e.g. STR(s1,l1,r1) and STR(s2,l2,r2). Different to the previous case, function unfold1SEA expands the tree through a big-step unfolding. As shown in rule [UNF−1SEA−BIG], it considers the following three subcases: (i) two string variables are identical (i.e., u1=u2); (ii) u2 is a substring of u1 (i.e., u1=u2·u f ); and (iii) u1 is a substring of u2 (i.e., u2=u1·u f ).
Linking Back Function fp1SEA attempts to link remaining open leaves back to interior nodes so as to form a fixpoint (i.e., a preproof for induction proving) [19] . This function is implemented through some weakening and substitution principles. In particular, function fp1SEA links a leaf to an interior node if after some substitution, (i) the leaf has isomorphic word equations and regular membership to the inter node; and (ii) its arithmetical part implies the arithmetical part of the inter node. We notice that the subterm constraints in each leaf are for counter-model construction and are discarded during this linking. The substitutions are identified based on isomorphic string terms and well-founded ordering relations R over arithmetical variables. In the following, we define isomorphic relation between word equations. The isomorphic relation between regular membership is similar.
DEFINITION 7 (isomorphic equations). The equations E1 and E2 are isomorphic if E1 and E2 become identical when we replace all string variables u in E1 by permute(u) and all characters c in E1 by permute(c), where permute(u) is a permutation function on U, and permute(c) is a permutation function on the alphabet Σ.
Two integer variables li and lj in π are well-founded ordering if π implies either lj=li+1 or li<lj.
Correctness
The correctness of our S21SEA algorithm relies on the correctness of functions UA1SEA, OA1SEA and unfold1SEA . The soundness of functions UA1SEA and OA1SEA is straightforward. Additionally, it is easy to verify that our unfolding rules have the complete property. We state the correctness of the proposed S21SEA algorithm as follows. 
Proof
As π is in 0SEA, it is linear as well as there no cycle in dependency graphs derived for its every string variables. As π is linear, the size of the word equation obtained from unfolding the word equation E is less than the size of E. Furthermore, as there is no cycle in any dependency graph, the formulas after the substitution while unfolding using either rule [UNF−1SEA−SMALL− * ] or rule [UNF−1SEA−BIG], are still linear. Thus, π is reduced to a set of base formulas in finite steps.
We remark that after each unfolding on the word equation E, while the size of result decreases at least one, the size of the each remaining word equation in Es increases at most one. Thus, whenever reducing one word equation to size 0, size of each remaining word equations in Es increases O(N ). Based on this fact, the com-
. Indeed, we can prove the computational complexity above by induction on M .
This theorem implies that S21SEA solves a 0SEA with one word equation, in the worst case, in linear time. 
The proof for the formula in 0SEA is given in Theorem 3.3. In the following, we consider the formula which is in another case. We remark that unfolding rules in Figure 3 decrease the size of on-processing (the first one in these rules) word equation at least one and increases the size of each remaining equation in Es at most one during the substitution. As the input formula π is in the 1SEA fragment, neither (i) this on-processing equation includes any string variable which occurs more than twice nor (ii) any dependency graphs derived for variables of π contains more than one loop. (i) guarantees that size of the on-processing word equation after unfolded is never longer than the size of original equation. (ii) ensures that π is still in the 1SEA fragment after the substitution. As a permutation of a word equation with a given length is finite, these equations are isomorphic to an inner node after a finite number of unfoldings. We notice that, in these rules [UNF−1SEA−SMALL− * ] and [UNF−1SEA−BIG], the new subterm constraints are generated on only left boundaries and they are R periodic relations which are Presburger definable. This means they can be reduced to an equivalent Presburger constraints in finite time. Hence, function fp1SEA can always link back every leaves after a finite number of unfoldings. Thus, S21SEA terminates for a 1SEA formula.
For simplicity, we state the computational complexity for the case where π contains one word equation. 
S2 SEA Decision Procedure
In this section, we present our main decision procedure for the string logic SEA. We first show a reduction from a formula with multiple word equations to an equivalent formula with single word equation in subsection 4.1. After that, in subsection 4.2 we present generalized equation, the basic data structure of our algorithm.
Next, we propose a reduction to transform a SEA formula into the generalized equation in subsection 4.3. Finally, we describe the algorithm S2SEA to derive a finite set of 1SEA formulas for a SEA formula. We show the correctness of this decision procedure in section 5. We recap that while the discussion in this section focuses only on word equations, we may adapt the approach in [1] to eliminate string disequalities.
Multiple Word Equations
We adapt the approach presented in [16] to reduce multiple word equations. This approach is summarized in the following lemmas.
LEMMA 4.1 (1.28 [16] ). For any system of word equations in n unknowns it is possible to construct a word equation in n unknowns which is equivalent to the system. The above lemma was proven based on the following lemma. 
Generalized Equation
Any word equation may be expressed as a generalized equation, the basic data structure of our algorithm. • di≥0, ∀ di ∈ LS and i > 0.
DEFINITION 8 (Generalized Equation
• zero or more inequalities di≤dj or di<dj , ∀di, dj ∈ LS. We refer these constraints as boundary inequalities.
• zero or more equalities among dual variable bases in BS A base STR(ui,li,ri) is non-empty if ri>li. Otherwise, it is empty. We often use u as a shorthand of the base STR(u,l,r) if it is unambiguous and left(u) (resp., right(u)) to denote l (resp., r). Given a base u, we refer to its dual as ∆(u)
Given a generalized equation GE BS,LS,BR,Inv , we define its size, i.e. size(GE), by the pair n,m where n is the number of bases and m is the number of boundaries. We write a generalized equation GE n,m to represent GE with its size. Alternatively, we explicitly use the function size to express its size: size(GE)= n,m . Let GE1 n1,m1 and GE2 n2,m2 , we use GE1<GE2 to mean n1<n2 and m1<m2. Let S1 and S2 be solutions to GE1 and GE2, respectively. GE2 is a suffix of GE1 if they have the same variable bases and for each such base STR(ui,li,ri), sub string(S2(GE2), li, ri) is a suffix of sub string(S1(GE1), li, ri). They are equivalent if they are suffix of each other. GE2 is a strict suffix of GE1 if GE2 is a suffix of GE1 and GE2 is not equivalent to GE1.
DEFINITION 9 (Solution). A solution S for a generalized equation GE BS,LS,BR,Inv is a pair (η,
DEFINITION 10 (Normalized Generalized Equation). A normalized generalized equation NGE is a generalized equation and all its boundary inequalities are linear ordering, i.e. di<dj.
Notation. We use GEs and NGEs to denote a sequence of generalized equations and normalized generalized equations, respectively. If a boundary d is said to involve in a boundary equality (di,u k ,dj) if either d=di or d=dj. We use d1≤d2≤d3 as a shorthand of the conjunction d1≤d2∧d1≤d3∧d2≤d3. We notice that d1≤d2∧d1<d2 is equivalent to d1≤d2.
Reduction
Given a SEA formula π with only one word equation, function reduce transform π into a generalized equation GE, i.e. reduce(π) ❀ GE. 
where each base STR(ui,li,ri) represents for tri which is either a string variable (i.e., tri≡si where si∈U) or a constant (i.e., tri≡ci where ci∈Σ); Invstr and Invc are defined as follow.
Invstr= {s=ui∧li≤ri | STR(ui,li,ri) ∈ BS0 and tri≡s} Invc= {c=ui∧ri−li=1 | STR(ui,li,ri) ∈ BS0 and tri≡c} Next, we use function valency (presented in Algorithm 3) to further generate more bases to capture multiple occurrences of variables, i.e. BS=valency(BS0). The function valency follows the construction from pp 137-140 presented in [23] . Function valency uses three following auxiliary functions: FV(π) returns free variables of π, head(ls) returns the first element of the sequence ls, and base of(s) returns all bases which represents the variable s. We assume that the function base of(s) sorts the returned bases such that bases which have been made dual appear before the ones which have not been made dual. For each variable, function valency considers three possible cases: this variable occurs (i) only one (lines 4-7), (ii) twice (lines 8-10) and (iii) otherwise (lines [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . Those constraints on duals as well as on left and right boundaries ensure all bases which represent for a variable are identical in the solution, if there is such a solution. Finally, we add the relation on length between duals into Inv0 to obtain Inv, i.e. Inv=Inv0∧Inv dual where Inv dual is defined:
Inv dual = { ri−li=rj−lj | STR(ui,li,ri) ∈ BS and STR(u ∆(i) ,lj,rj) ∈ BS } We remark that if π is in 1SEA fragment, then each string variable in π is represented by at most one dual of two variable bases.
Soundness
We show that function reduce produces an equivalent generalized equation for π.
LEMMA 4.3 (Reduction). Let π be a formula with one word equation, and reduce(π) ❀ GE. GE is an equivalent generalized equation of π, i.e. π has a solution iff GE has such a solution.
The proof for this lemma is easily obtained by modifying the proofs of Lemmas 2.1-2.5 from pp 137-140 presented in [23] .
Main Algorithm
Given a SEA formula π, we invoke function reduce to obtain a generalized equation GE0 with size n,m , i.e. reduce(π) ❀ GE0 n,m . After that, we invoke procedure S2SEA to decide GE0.
S2SEA is an instantiation of the generic algorithm S2SAT presented in Algorithm 1. In this instantiation, base formulas are those in 1SEA. S2SEA takes a generalized equation GE0 n,m as input, iteratively derives unfolding trees for it and can produce two possible outcomes: SAT tree through a leaf by firstly unfolding this leaf into a set of normalized generalized equations and then reducing these equations with matching. Function expand is sketched as follows.
foreach NGEi ∈ unfoldSEA((Ti, GEi)) do match(NGEi) end Under-Approximating Function UASEA only considers open leaves in the decidable fragment 1SEA. It examines a generalized equation GE stored in an open leaf through two steps. First, it checks whether GE could be syntactically reduced into a 1SEA formula or not. After that it constructs an equivalent 1SEA formula of GE and invokes S21SEA to discharge the 1SEA formula.
Let GE BS,LS,BR,Inv be a generalized equation. There are two cases where GE may be reduced to an equivalent 1SEA formula. The first case is where all variable bases in BS are empty. Function UASEA constructs the conjunction BR∧Inv as an equivalent base formula of GE We recap that the conjunction BR∧Inv is always in the 0SEA logic. It is easy to show that GE is satisfiable iff BR∧Inv is satisfiable. The second case is where each string variable is presented by at most one pair of dual non-empty variable bases in BS and arithmetic is as described for 1SEA. Function UASEAconstructs the base formula πi as follows. 1. As satisfiability of empty bases are encoded in Inv, only nonempty bases need to be considered. Let BS1 be a subset or equal of BS which contains all non-empty bases.
For each dual of two bases STR(u,li,ri) and STR(∆(u),lj,rj )
in BS1, if li=lj and ri=rj then drop the base STR(∆(u),lj,rj). Let BS2 be the remaining bases. to construct tr2. 6. If BS2 is empty afterward then return the formula πi≡(tr1=tr2∧BR∧Inv)θ Otherwise, there is no base formula for GE. It is easy to show that GE has a solution S with a pair (η, βη) iff πi has a solution (η, βη).
Over-Approximating Let GE BS,LS,BR,Inv be a generalized equation. Function
OA checks whether GE is unsatisfiable through one of the two following procedures.
For each boundary di∈LS, if (i) there exist two constant bases
STR(u,lu,ru) and STR(v,lv,rv) in BS such that lu=di and lv=di, and (ii) these two based represent to two different characters (e.g., c1, c2 c1 =c2), then GE is unsatisifiable. 
if S21SEA(BR∧Inv) is unsatisfiable then so is GE.
Linking Back
Cross-side unfolding. For each boundary of one side, function unfoldSEA generates possible its arrangement with compared to boundaries of another side. The step is formalized as follows.
We remark that if d1 and d2 belong to the same side, after one-side unfolding either BR =⇒ d1<d2 or BR =⇒ d2<d1. Thus, crossside unfolding would not redundantly apply for those d1 and d2.
Matching Function match reduces a normalized generalized equation NGE BS,LS,BR,Inv into a possibly smaller size generalized equation GE
If GE ′ <NGE then we say match makes a progressing. Otherwise, it is non-progressing. In the latter case, match generates new boundary equalities. These progressing and equality increasing features are the key of the termination of our algorithm.
Function match mathches leading bases at head of LHS and RHS, i.e. those with smallest (i.e., zero) left boundaries, and consumes them accordingly. Function match proceeds cases analysis to derive components BS ′ ,LS ′ ,BR ′ ,Inv ′ for GE'. Essentially, these cases are identified bases on the head of a solution valuation, i.e., those bases contain the smallest left boundaries. In particular, function match looks for a non-empty base, e.g. STR(u,lu,ru), where lu is the smallest. If there are many such bases with the smallest left boundaries, match chooses the one whose ru is the largest right boundary. Let STR(v,lv,rv) be another base where lv is the second smallest boundary, i.e. lv≥lu. We notice that the base v may be an empty base, a constant base or the dual of the base u. Since NGE is normalized, such two bases always exist in any open leaf. Case 1 (match-consts) . In this case, u and v are constant bases and lu=lv=0. As NGE is not unsatisfiable after processed by OA, these two bases must represent the same character. This case makes progressing. Function match matches (and consumes) them. At the same time, it also consumes all constant bases which have the same left (i.e. 0) and right (i.e. ru) boundaries, and set all boundaries smaller than or equal to ru zero. Let LS1 be a set of removing boundaries, i.e. LS1={d | d ∈ LS and d>0 and (d≤ru or d≤rv)}.
• Bases. It removes the constant bases discussed above:
• Boundaries. It removes the boundaries in LS1: LS ′ =LS\LS1.
• Boundary Constraints. It removes constraints relating to LS1:
• Invariant. It does not change invariant: Inv ′ =Inv.
Case 2 (match-const-var).
In the second case, u is a variable base, v represents a constant character c, and lu=lv=0. An approach to this case is first unfolding inductive predicate STR(u,0,ru) to obtain character c at its head, then matching (and consuming) the two head characters. We notice that we also need to synchronize the dual base ∆(u) of u by unfolding the dual as well. This implies that this case is non-progressing. Instead of a direct solution like that, function match re-allocates the constant base v to align it with the dual base ∆(u) and adds a new boundary equality to state that the heads of ∆(u) and u equal to the base v. Let dm+1 be the right boundary of new position of the base v. Function match derives BS ′ ,LS ′ ,BR ′ ,Inv ′ as follows.
• Bases. It updates the new position of v as follow:
• Boundaries. It adds the boundary dm+1: LS ′ =LS∪{dm+1}.
• Boundary Constraints. It adds BR ′ =BR∪{(rv,u,dm+1)}
Case 3 (match-vars).
In this case, u and v are variable bases where lu=lv=0, and are the dual of each other. For notational convenience, we use STR(ui,0,di) and STR(u ∆(i) ,0,di) to denote these two dual bases. We assume that STR(t,lt,rt) is another non-empty base with the third smallest left boundary. This case makes progressing. Function match matches (and consumes) the two dual bases and set all boundaries smaller than or equal to lt zero. Let LS1={d | d ∈ LS and d>0 and d≤lt} be a set of removing boundaries (ones which are set zero relies on the relation of their old right boundary and rt, i.e. d
• Boundary Constraints. It removes inequality constraints relating to LS1 and equality constraints on the dual bases.
• Invariant. It updates the fact that the two dual bases are the same and equal to any word with length longer or equal k where k is the size of LS1: Inv ′ =Inv∧u=v∧|u|≥k.
Case 4 (match-non-loop).
In the fourth case, u and v are variable bases, they are not the dual of each other, and lu=lv=0, rv≤ru.
We assume that the base STR(∆(u),l ∆(u) ,r ∆(u) ) is the dual of STR(u,0,ru) and l ∆(u) >0. One straightforward approach to this case is to split the base u into two connected words, i.e. u=v·u ′ , and then matching (and consuming) the base v. For soundness, in our system, NGE and GE must have the same set of variable bases. Thus, this split is implemented by substituting inductive predicate u by the concatenation of inductive predicate v and inductive predicate u. If doing so, function match may generate a cycle and may not terminate. To overcome this problem, we propose to re-allocate the base v to align it with the base ∆(u) and add a set of new boundary equalities to implicitly split the base u. Such clever splitting with non-swap on the order of u and v helps not only avoid loops but increase the number of boundary equalities which is essential for the termination of our algorithm. This case is nonprogressing. We consider two subcases: rv<ru and rv=ru. While former case requires to generate a new right boundary for the new position of v, the latter case does not. Case 4a. rv<ru. Let LS1 be a set of overlapping boundaries, i.e. LS1={d | d ∈ LS and d>0 and d≤rv}; and let LS2 be a set of moving boundaries which relate to equality constraints on dual of v, i.e. LS2={di | di ∈ LS1 and (di, v, dn i )∈BR}. We remark that if the base v is empty, then LS2=∅. Function match derives BS ′ ,LS ′ ,BR ′ ,Inv ′ as follows.
• Boundaries. Let m1 be the size of LS2. Let k=m1 if v is an empty base; otherwise let k=m1+1. LS ′ =LS∪{dm+1, .., d m+k } where m is the size of LS.
• Bases. It updates the new position of STR(v,lv,rv):
where ρ is defined:
• Boundary Constraints. It adds constraints for the ones in LS2.
adds inequalities: BR1=BR∧l ∆(u) <dm+1<..<d m+k .
replaces each equality (di, v, dn i ) (di ∈ LS2) by two new equalities (di, u, dm+i) and (dm+i, v, dn i ).
adds the equality for new right boundary of the base v, if applicable. If the base v is non-empty, then
• Invariant. It does not change the invariant: Inv ′ =Inv.
Case 4b. rv=ru. This case is almost identical to Case 4a. There are three following differences with compared to Case 4a.
• As the base u is non-empty, ru>0. This implies rv>0. Hence, the base v is non-empty, too.
• No new boundary is created to represent the right boundary of the new position of the base v. The substitution is ρ=[l ∆(u) /lv, r ∆(u) /rv].
• BR ′ =BR3.
Case 5 (match-split). In this case, u and v are variable bases, they are not the dual of each other, lu=0 and lv>0. We examine two subcases whether these two bases intersect or not. In the first subcase lv<ru, they have an intersection word t, i.e. u=u1·t·u2 and v=t·v1. In this case, function match consumes u1 but could not make progressing. In the second subcase lv≥ru, they are separate. Function match consumes the base u and makes progressing. We notice that in both cases, for soundness function match also needs to update the dual of the base u accordingly. Case 5a. lv<ru. Let LS1 be a set of removing boundaries, i.e. LS1={d | d ∈ LS and d>0 and d≤lv}; and k1 be the size of LS1. Let LS2 be a set of removing boundaries which relate to equality constraints on dual of STR(u,0,ru), i.e. LS2={di | di ∈ LS1 and (di, v, dn i )∈BR}. We notice that while those boundaries in LS2 constrain the dual relation for the base u, those boundaries in LS3 where LS3=LS1\LS2 do not. Thus, for a lossless reduction, we need to preserve these boundaries by generating a set of their "dual" boundaries. Furthermore, after this step, the new base u is aligned with the base v and is considered for Case 4 in the next iteration. This fact is important for the termination of our algorithm. Function match derives BS ′ ,LS ′ ,BR ′ ,Inv ′ as follows.
• Bases. It reduces the base u and its dual ∆(u) to reflect the split:
• Boundaries. Let LS4={dm+1, dm+2, .., d m+k 3 } where k3 is the size of LS3. It updates: LS ′ =LS\LS1∪LS4.
• Boundary Constraints. It removes inequality constraints relating to LS1 and equality constraints relating to LS2: BR1=BR\{i | FV(i)⊆LS1}∪{0≤rv} Finally, it adds new inequality constraints relating to LS4:
where k2 is the size of LS2.
• Invariant. It updates:
Case 5b. lv≥ru. This case is almost identical to Case 5a. The main difference with Case 5a is that the base u and its dual ∆(u) are set to be empty in the result. To do that, we set both left and right boundaries of u zero and both left and right boundaries of ∆(u) the old right boundary of ∆(u). Let LS1 be a set of removing boundaries, i.e. LS1={d | d ∈ LS and d>0 and d≤ru}; and k1 be the size of LS1. Let LS2 be a set of removing boundaries which relate to equality constraints on dual of STR(u,0,ru), i.e. LS2={di | di ∈ LS1 and (di, v, dn i )∈BR}. Let LS3=LS1\LS2. In particular, function match derives BS ′ ,LS ′ ,BR ′ ,Inv ′ as follow.
• Bases. It reduces the base u and its dual ∆(u) to empty: • Boundary Constraints. It removes inequality constraints relating to LS1 and equality constraints relating to LS2:
Finally, it adds new inequality constraints relating to LS4:
• Invariant. It updates: Inv ′ =Inv∧|u|≥k1∧|∆(u)|≥k1.
S2 SEA Correctness
In this section, we first show the soundness of S2SEA in subsection 5.1. After that, in subsection 5.2 we derive the bound for one solution based on the minimal solution of the word equation. This means S2SEA derives an unfounding tree whose every path has length shorter than this length. Lastly, we explicitly state the correctness of S2SEA in subsection 5.3.
Soundness
Unfolding We show that the function unfoldSEA produces an equivalent normalized generalized equations for GE. Matching We show that the function match produces a suffix generalized equations for NGE. Proof is given in App. A.
LEMMA 5.1 (Unfolding). Suppose that GE is a generalized equation, and NGEs is a set of normalized generalized equation
LEMMA 5.2 (Matching). Let match(NGE) ❀ GE. Then 1. the number of bases in GE is at most that in NGE, and 2. GE is a suffix of NGE
Lemma 4.3, Lemma 5.1, and Lemma 5.2 imply that, S2SEA derives new leaves GE which are strict suffix of the inner nodes to expands the unfolding trees. Hence, if the input π is satisfiable, S2SEA terminates in finite steps. We notice that in Case 2 and Case 4 of the function match, the output is not a strict suffix solution of the input. However, these cases increase the number of boundary equalities which is bounded. The following theorem states the correctness of our algorithm. 
Bound
Functions unfoldSEA and match expand an unfolding tree based on three components: bases, boundaries and boundary constraints, but not invariant. The invariant component of a generalized equation is accumulated and mainly used for counter-model construction. Indeed, we prove that the bound for each path derived by S2SEA relies only on the three components: bases, boundaries and boundary constraints.
DEFINITION 11 (bare Generalized Equation). Suppose that GE is a generalization equation BS,LS,BR,Inv . Its corresponding bare generalization equation, denoted by bGE, is BS,LS,BR,true .
Suppose that GE n,m is a generalization equation with the following components BS,LS,BR,Inv . The core of our termination proof is as follows. If its corresponding bare generalization equation bGE is satisfiable, then the ordinary word equation has a solution. S2SEA can find a minimal solution this word equation in bound(n, m) steps. In orther words, S2SEA can find a satisfiable leaf whose number of boundary equalities does not exceed bound(n, m). This means if S2SEA explores all paths within this bound and still can not find a solution, bGE is unsatisfiable. Hence, so is GE. Furthermore, rules of function match are either progressing (i.e. decreasing n in Case 1, Case 3 and Case 5b) or reaching a bound (i.e. increasing the number of boundary equalities in Case 2, Case 4 and Case 5a -then Case 4). If S2SEA keeps applying the former rules, it certainly terminates. If S2SEA keeps applying the latter rules, it reaches the upper bound bound(n, m).
Boundary Connection
Boundary equalities e define non-empty sub-words of solution valuation. In this paragraph, we define path to connect these boundary equalities and show the connection between exponent with the length of path connections.
We define a new binary relation ⇒ on boundary equalities in a generalized equation BS,LS,BR,Inv . Specially, we define (d1,ui,d2)⇒(d2,uj ,d3) where STR(∆(ui),l ∆(i) ,r ∆(i) ) and STR(uj,lj,rj ) in BS, and lj≤l ∆(i) . We use (d1,ui,d2)⇒ 1 (d2,uj ,d3) if lj<l ∆(i) , es⇒ * ee to denote a non-empty sequence of relations:
es⇒e1⇒...⇒en⇒ee, es⇒ + ee for a non-empty sequence of relations which has at least on ⇒ 1 , and e1⇒ + ...⇒ + e k for a path of boundary connection with length k. We use e1⇔ * e2 to denote e1⇒ * e2 and e2⇒ * e1. ⇔ * is an equivalent relation. We use [[e] ] to denote an equivalent set of boundary equalities.
Let GE n,m be a generalized equation. We state the following lemmas. Proof is given in App. B.1 and B.2.
LEMMA 5.4. Let e be any boundary equality in GE n,m . The equivalent set ||e|| has at most n boundary equalities. LEMMA 5.5. Let S be a set of boundary equalities in GE n,m . If (∃e0∀e ∈ S:e⇒ 1 e0), then S has at most 2n boundary equalities.
Proper Unfolding Trees
In this paragraph, we show two properties of nodes in the derived unfolding trees. These properties establish the relation between the longest path connection of the unfolding trees and the number of boundary equalities of each node.
DEFINITION 12 (Proper GE). A generalized equation GE n,m is proper if it satisfies the following two properties:
• P1. The number of left boundaries is at most n.
• P2. For all boundary equalities e in GE, there exist some boundary equalities er, e ′ such that er involves a right boundary, e⇒ * er, and er⇒ * e ′ .
It is easy to verify that the output of function reduce(π) is a proper generalized equation for any formula π in SEA logic. In the following, we show that if the input of the procedure S2SEA is proper, so are all nodes in the unfolding trees derived by S2SEA. Proofs for these lemmas are given in App. B.3 and B.4.
LEMMA 5.6 (Proper Unfolding). If a generalized equation GE is
proper, then so is all non-unsatisfiable normalized equations in unfoldSEA(GE).
LEMMA 5.7 (Proper Matching). If a generalized equation NGE is proper, then so is match(NGE).
In the rest of this subsection, we compute bound(n, m) which is based on (i) exponent of periodicity of a solution valuation, (ii) relation between longest of path connection and exponent of periodicity, and (iii) relation between the length of path connection and number of boundary equalities in proper unfolding trees. 
Exponent of Periodicity
Proof is given in App. B.7.
The following lemma, we first replace the exponent of periodicity s in Lemma 5.10 by function ge(n,m) presented in Lemma 5.8 into After that, we combine the result with Lemma 5.11 to compute the bound of number of boundary equalities in a bare generalization equation bGE. This bound is also the bound of the corresponding generalization equation of bGE. 2 (n+1)(ge(n,m)+2)).
THEOREM 5.13. The decision problem SEA is in doubly exponential time.
Correctness
The following theorem immediately follows from Theorem 5.3 and Theorem 5.13.
THEOREM 5.14 (Correctness). Given a SEA formula π
• π is satisfiable if S2SEA returns SAT.
• π is unsatisfiable if S2SEA returns UNSAT.
Related Work
Makanin notably provided a mathematical proof for the satisfiability problem of word equation [23] . In the sequence of papers, Plandowski et.al. showed that the complexity of this problem is PSPACE [15, 11, 24, 25] . Beside the development of the foundation for the acyclic form [1, 21] as discussed in section 1, Ganesh et. al. presented undecidability result for quantified string-based formulas [10] . In the rest of this section, we summarize the development of related works on practical string solvers.
Automata-based Solvers. Finite automata provides a natural encoding for string with regular membership constraints. Rex [29] encodes strings as symbolic finite automata (SFA). Each SFA transition is transformed into Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) constraints. Java String Analyzer (JSA) [8] is specialized for Java string constraints. JSA approximates string constraints into multilevel automaton. [13, 14] provides a reasoning over string with priori length bounds. Recent work in [5] provides a length-bound approach for solving string constraints and further counting the number of solution to such constraints. Recently, authors in [1, 2] proposes a DPLL(T)-based approach to unbounded string constraints with regular expressions and length function. [30] described a new method based on a scalable logic circuit representation to support various string and automata manipulation operations and counterexample generatation. It is interesting to investigate how we could adapt the proposed algorithm S2SEA for model counting like in [5] .
Bit-vector-based Solvers. Hampi solver [17] reduces fixed-sized string constraints to bit-vector problem and then satisfiability. The Kazula solver [26] extends Hampi with concatenation operation. It first solves arithmetical constraints and then enumerates possible fixed-length versions of an input formula using Hampi. In [6] , strings are represented as arrays. Discharging string with length constraints are performed through two phases. First an integerbased over-approximation of the string constraint is solved and then fixed-length string constraints are then decided in a second phase.
Word-based Solvers. Z3str [33] implements string theory as an extension of Z3 SMT solver through string plug-in. It supports unbounded string constraints with a wide range of string operations. Intuitively, it solves string constraints and generates string lemmas to control with z3's congruence closure core. Z3str2 [32] improves Z3str by proposing a detection of those constraints beyond the tractable fragment, i.e. overlapping arrangement, and pruning the search space for efficiency. Similar to Z3str, CVC4-based string solver [20] communicates with CVC4's equality solver to exchange information over string. S3 [27] enhances Z3str to incrementally interchange information between string and arithmetic constraints. S3P [28] further extends S3 to detect and prune non-minimal subproblems while searching for a proof. While the technique in S3P handles the non-termination due to absence of inductive predicates representing for Kleene-star operators and recursive string functions (e.g., function replace), it is unclear how S3P can handle the non-termination due to splitting of string variable like in Case 2 and Case 4 of the proposed function matchSEA.
Conclusion and Future Work
We have shown that the problem of solving satisfiability of a SEA formula with word equations, regular membership and length functions is decidable. We have also presented the decision procedures S2SEA and S21SEA and provided their computational complexity. For future work, we would like to implement the proposed decision procedure S2SEA based on the generic S2SAT framework [19] . As the S2SAT framework naturally supports arbitrary user-defined predicates, we might extend the proposed decision procedure with inductive predicates encoding recursive string functions (i.e., function replace) [28] . We were hoping that such extension helps enhance the completeness of the string logic augmented with these recursive functions. Finally, we might study how to extend our system to handle constraints required for analysing mutation XSS in web applications like in [22] .
Inv
′ =Inv∧u=v∧|u|≥k1, η ′ , β ′ η |= Inv ′ and (b) imply that η, βη |= Inv. Hence, η, βη |= Inv (3.1). From (a), we can infer that inequality constraints in BR can be implied by βη (3.2). Furthermore, equality constraints in BR involved in u have the form (di,u,di). Thus these constraints are trivially satisfied by βη (3.3). From (3.1), (3.2), (3.3), η, βη |= BR∧Inv.
Case 2
We notice that matchSEA creates only one boundary equality e and it involves a right boundary. Moreover e⇒ * er satisfies when e itself involves a right boundary. Thus, property P2 holds.
Case 3
If every boundaries in LS1 do neither involve in a boundary equalities of the leading base u nor are right boundaries, then property P2 holds.
Otherwise, we assume that there exists a boundary d ∈ LS2 such that in NGE, d is a right boundary, d involves in the boundary equality e, and there exists a path connection pc of boundary equalities e0 ⇒ e1 ⇒ .. ⇒ ei ⇒ .. ⇒ er and er⇒ * e ′ . We remark that in this case ei is of the form (d, u, d). As d≤rt, ei can be any boundary equality in the path except the last one er. Additionally, it is easily to verify that e1⇒e2⇒e3, and if e2 is of the form (d,u,d) then e1⇒e3. Hence, the path connection pc in GE after removed d is still connected. We conclude that property P2 holds.
Case 4
We prove Case 4a and discard Case 4b as it is similar.
There are two separate kinds of boundary equalities are added. The first kind is to replace each equality ev i =(di, v, dn i ) (di ∈ LS2) by two new equalities eu i =(di, u, dm+i) and e ′ v i =(dm+i, v, dn i ). The second kind is to add the equality to the new right boundary of the base v. The proof for the second Case is similar to Case 2. In the following, we show the proof for the equalities of the first kind. For each e0 ∈ LS ′ there are three cases: e0 ∈ LS, e0 is eu i , or e0 is e ′ v i .
• e0 ∈ LS. Suppose that e0 ⇒ e1 ⇒ .. ⇒ ei ⇒ .. ⇒ er (where er⇒ * e ′ ) is a path connection in LS. Property P2. holds immediately if all equalities in the path connection e0 ⇒ e1 ⇒ .. ⇒ ei ⇒ .. ⇒ e k ⇒ er are not such ev i . Otherwise, for each ei is ev i , in the corresponding path connection in LS' is e0 ⇒ e1 ⇒ .. ⇒ e ′ v i ⇒ .. ⇒ er. We replace the node e ′ v i in the path by e ′ v i ⇒eu i . As the number of node in a path connection is finite, this process terminates. As the result, the new path connection satisfies the property P2.
• e0 is eu i , or e0 is e Case 5 . We prove Case 5a and discard the proof of Case 5b as it is similar.
In this case, there is no boundary equalities created, and some boundary equalities are removed. The property P2. may be violated if there is a minimal path connection e0 ⇒ e1 ⇒ .. ⇒ ei ⇒ .. ⇒ er (where er⇒ * e ′ ) in LS such that some boundary ei is removed. We proceed to show that if there exists a such ei, then there exists a equality such that e ′ r ⇒ei e ′ r must involve a right boundary. This means when ei is removed, the path connection is broken into two smaller path connections and property P2. still holds.
Suppose e • ei is the last one in the path condition. di is a right boundary. This implies that dn i is the right boundary, too.
• ei is not the last one in the path condition. We transform bGE as follows. Assume that LS={0, d1, ..., dm} and 0<d2<..<dm. Assume d0=0, for each pair of consecutive boundaries (di−1,di), 1≤i≤m, we create a new variable si.
• For each pair of dual variables bases in BS, i.e. STR(u,i,j) and STR(∆(u),i ′ ,j ′ ), create a word equation si·...·sj=s i ′ ·...·s j ′ (1) There are at most n (O(n)) equations like that. Each equation has length at most 2m (O(2m)).
• For each constant base in BS, i.e. STR(u,di,dj), and u represents character c1 create a word equation si="c1" We substitute value of each variable in equations 2 into systems of equations 1 and 3. As the result, there are n ′ , n ′ =O(n+nm), equations si·...·s k =s i ′ ·...·s k ′ , each has length O(2m). We denote this system of these equations be SEs. We remark that as bGE is satisfiable, so is SEs. Next, we apply n ′ −1 times Lemma 4.2 to combine these equations into a sing equation. Recap that a system of two word equations X1=Y1 and X2=Y2 has the same solutions as the single word equation a X1·c1·X2·X1·c2·X2 = Y1·c1·Y2·Y1·c2·Y2. The combined word equation of two equation with length O(n1) and O(n2) has length O(n1)+O(n1)+O(n2)+O(n2)+4=O(n1)+O(n2)+4. So, the combined word equation from the above system of n ′ equations has the length at most: n ′ (2m) + (n ′ − 1)4 <n ′ (2m) + 4n ′ =2n ′ (m + 2)≤2(n+nm)(m + 2). From Lemma 5.8, the exponent of periodicity of the combined string is at most E (2(n+nm)(m + 2)).
Finally, as each variable in bGE corresponds to at most m variables in the reduced system SEs. Therefore the exponent of periodicity of bGE is at most m(E (2(n+nm)(m + 2)))+(m−1) < m(E (2(n+nm)(m + 2))+1).
B.6 Proof for Lemma 5.10 Proof
We may assume that bGE is an bare generalized equation of a normalized generalized equation as from unfoldSEA, the size of any unfolded normalized generalized equation is less than or equal to the original generalized equation.
In the following, we reduce our problem to use Lemma 1.4 in [23] . For each boundary equality e1⇒e2, i.e. (d1,u1,d2)⇒(d2,u2,d3) (where (d1,u1,d2) and (d2,u2,d3)) in bGE, there exists words B1, C1, B2, C2, S1, R1 and T1 such that u1 = B1·C1 u2 = B2·C2 S1·B1 = B2 C1·R1 = C2·T1 where B1, C1, B2, C2 are non-empty. Especially,
• if (d1,u1,d2)⇒ + (d2,u2,d3) then S1 is non-empty;
• if (d1,u1,d2)⇔ * (d2,u2,d3) then S1 is empty.
We extend this setting to e1⇒ * e k where ei=(di,ui,di+1):
(1≤i≤k−1) where Bi, Ci, Bi+1, Ci+1 are non-empty. Especially,
• if e1⇒ + e k then Si is non-empty for some 1≤i≤k;
• if e1⇔ * e k then Si is empty.
We rewrite the input boundary connection e0⇒ + e1⇒ + ...⇒ + e k in the explicit form as follows.
where i0=1, i k =k and ij to ij+1 (for all 0≤j≤k-1) may be in a equivalent set. As any equivalent set has at most n boundary equalities (Lemma 5.4), ij+1 − ij ≤n. Moreover, the longest of any path of boundary connection in this sequence which contains one relation ⇒ 1 is 2n. Hence if we have a−b>2n 2 then at least one word S l , where a≤l≤b, is non-empty. In other word, the word Sa·..·S l ·..·S b is non-empty. We are now Lemma 1.4 in [23] for our equation system 4. Follow this lemma, ui must be of the form ui=P s i ·Q where P is non-empty and k≤4n 3 (n+1)(si+2). Since si≤s then we have k≤4n 3 (n+1)(s+2).
B.7 Proof for Lemma 5.11 Proof
First, for any boundary equality e, we compute sets of boundary equalities Si such that ei⇒ + ei−1⇒ + ...⇒ + e.
